Checklist- Prior to Flea Treatment
✓ House must be left vacant for minimum 4 hours, you cannot be home during
treatment
✓ NO exposed food on bench tops, in fruit bowl ect (within cupboards/ fridge ect is
fine)
✓ Fish tanks must be covered completely. The chemical used is toxic to marine life.
✓ Take washing off the line as our technician will spray the clothes line
✓ Children’s toys need to be put away, especially those of younger children that may go
into small mouths
✓ Please vacuum all carpet and couches thoroughly prior to service
✓ Pets are tied up away from house and treated with fleas on the day of the service,
water bowls emptied and turned upside down
✓ All windows and doors are to be closed and remain this way for 2-3 hours
✓ Do not clean windows prior to service as there may some residual chemical left after
the spray, maybe cleaned after 1 week
✓ Remove all bed linen and wash on the hottest washing machine setting
✓ Take apart couch and have cushions lined up along wall
✓ Ensure there is nothing on the carpet all toys, clothes ect must be put away.
✓ If possible remove mattress from room (our technician can help with this)
Checklist- Post Flea Treatment
✓ As above the room and home must be left vacant for 4 hours
✓ Please vacuum all carpet and couches thoroughly post service
✓ Please leave the bedding outside for 8 hours post treatment, preferably in the sun
✓ YOU WILL SEE PESTS post service, it is possible that you will see more pests than
before. This is normal and is an indication of an effective treatment.
✓ You may find minimal residue on windows- although we try avoid this sometimes it
is unavoidable. Windows maybe cleaned 1 week after the treatment.
✓ Your second treatment will need to be performed after 10-14 days from the original;
this is essential to breaking the breeding cycle. If in a very humid environment or
summer we recommend the second treatment earlier.

